WHAT IS COLLEGE?

COLLEGE IS A PLACE WHERE BIG KIDS STUDY. THEY CAN EAT THERE AND SLEEP THERE AND MEET LOTS OF NEW BUDDIES.
Art and politics, aviation and speech, there are so many programs that colleges teach! They study journalism, robotics, math and fashion even more subjects than you could imagine!
A campus dorm is a fun and exciting place!

Living with friends and decorating your space,

A campus dorm is a fun and exciting place!
WHERE CAN YOU GO TO SEE THESE GREAT SCHOOLS?
NEW HAMPSHIRE, OF COURSE!

NOW FOLLOW THE CLUES.
FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO TAKE A "TOUR", VISIT WWW.VISITNHCOLLEGES.COM
In New London, the bell rings as mountain day begins, at Colby-Sawyer, you’ll hike with your teachers and friends!

The Blue Chargers celebrate life at the college, where you’ll find a nice mixture of friendship and knowledge.
FROM BERLIN TO NASHUA TO CLAREMONT TO MANCHESTER; FROM LACONIA TO PORTSMOUTH TO THE CAMPUS IN CONCORD

COMMUNITY COLLEGE CAMPUSES CAN BRING STUDENTS ONWARD AND UPWARD!
WHERE CAN YOU CHEER ON THE MIGHTY BIG GREEN?
AT DARTMOUTH YOU’LL FIND A WONDERFUL SCENE.

YOU’LL LEARN AND YOU’LL GROW, STUDY AND HAVE FUN.
A DARTMOUTH EDUCATION IS SECOND TO NONE.
Near the towering mountain they call Monadnock, you'll find Franklin Pierce where students take stock of options for study at home and abroad and a chance to cheer Ravens. Come join and applaud!
Located at campuses all over the State, GSC’s diverse programs are really great.

Where can Mom or Dad get a degree?
Adult learners are Granite State College’s specialty!
A WISE, FRIENDLY OWL FLIES ALL OVER KEENE STATE, WATCHING STUDENTS DISCOVER THAT LEARNING IS GREAT.

THEY’LL BE SCIENTISTS, TEACHERS, MUSICIANS AND MORE, WHEN THEY’RE READY TO WALK OUT THE KEENE STATE COLLEGE DOOR.
“Amaze yourself” our students are told, at New England College your potential unfolds. You’ll learn of the world and its exciting ways, and walk through our covered bridge on Commencement Day.
FEELING CREATIVE? INSPIRED OR ARTISTIC? THERE IS A SCHOOL THAT IS JUST FANTASTIC!

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE OF ART IS RIGHT DOWNTOWN WITH THE MOST CREATIVE FACULTY AND TEACHERS AROUND.
Panthers on skis? And in the theater? And the lab? At Plymouth State University you'll see the fun they have!

PSU students serve the community where they live. But what they get back is more than they give.
The Gateway City hosts colleges there, but one of the best is Rivier.

With so many options to explore careers there must be hundreds of companies near!
This college is featured during each election. Saint Anselm hosts candidates too numerous to mention.

Saint Anselm College

I've been to the world famous dining hall all right! The hawk eats there daily... morning, noon and night.
IS THERE A FUTURE BUSINESS LEADER IN OUR MIDST?
SOUTHERN NH UNIVERSITY HAS A PROGRAM THAT FITS!

FOR SOME IT IS SOCCER OR POETRY THEY
MOST ENJOY, FOR OTHERS THE MCININCH ART
GALLERY MAKES THEM JUMP FOR JOY!
DID YOU KNOW WILDCATS SKATE ON ICE?
AT UNH THEY ARE KNOWN TO COME IN FIRST PLACE!

THE UNIVERSITY IS NEW HAMPSHIRE'S LARGEST CAMPUS.
THE WHITTEMORE CENTER IS JUST FANTASTIC.
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE IS THE MUSIC THEY’LL PLAY
WHEN STUDENTS MARCH DOWN THE AISLE
ON GRADUATION DAY.

FAMILY AND FRIENDS ALL CELEBRATE AND CHEER
FOR THE MOMENT THEY WAITED FOR IS FINALLY HERE!
Introducing the mascot of the NHHEAF College Planning Team, helping parents to plan and students to dream.
There are over 4,000 colleges in the United States and they are all different. Some are two-year community colleges others are four-year colleges. Some are in cities, others in towns. Some are tiny, with only a couple hundred students. Others are large, with over 10,000 students! Some have dormitories, some do not.

It’s time for you to Create Your Own College Campus – tell us about the buildings, the classes, the activities you would like to see on your college campus.

**DIRECTIONS:** Answer the questions below about your college. Then, turn the page and draw a MAP of your college campus. Have fun and be creative!

1. **What is the name of your college?**

2. **Where is your college located? (circle one)**
   - In a Big City
   - Near the Woods
   - In a Small Town
   - Near the Beach
   - Close to the Mountains

3. **How big is your college? (circle one)**
   - Tiny
   - Small
   - Medium
   - Large
   - Extra Large

4. **What does your college cost to attend for one year? (Choose from $5,000 to $45,000)**

5. **Circle 5 types of classes offered at your college:**
   - Criminal Justice
   - Graphic Design
   - Engineering
   - Law
   - Video Game Design
   - Veterinary Medicine
   - Cooking & Baking
   - English
   - Music Performance
   - Education & Teaching
   - Creative Writing
   - Nursing
   - Computer Programming
   - Automotive Technology
   - Theater & Acting
   - Marine Biology
   - Chemistry
   - Sports Management
   - Marine Biology

6. **Circle 5 activities you can do at your college:**
   - Play Sports
   - Go to a Movie
   - Go to a Concert
   - Visit a Planetarium
   - Hike Trails
   - Ride a Horse
   - Swim in a Pool
   - Exercise in a Gym
   - Watch a Play
   - Volunteer
   - Join a Club
   - Study at the Library
   - Eat in the Dining Hall
   - Go Camping
   - Sing in a Show
   - Host a Radio Show
   - Build a Robot
   - Run for Student Government
   - Write for the School Newspaper
Draw Your Own College Campus

My College Name: __________________________

Some possible buildings or areas to include: Library, Dining Hall, Dormitory, Classrooms, Sports Fields, Barn or Stables, Social Center, Gym or Pool, Movie Theater, Concert Hall.
Draw Your Own College Dorm Room

What would you include in your room? - Some items college kids keep in their room are: Computer, Books, Mini-Refrigerator, Desk, Bed, Posters, Microwave, Radio, Alarm Clock, Sports Equipment, Musical Instrument, Pictures of Family & Friends.
The NHHEAF NETWORK ORGANIZATIONS’ CENTER FOR COLLEGE PLANNING

“I’M THE COLLEGE BEAR, THE OFFICIAL MASCOT FOR THE NHHEAF NETWORK ORGANIZATIONS! I LOVE HANGING OUT WITH THE COLLEGE CREW IN THE CENTER FOR COLLEGE PLANNING LIBRARY BRUSHING UP ON MY COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE. I GET TO BRING THE MESSAGE OF COLLEGE WITH ME WHEREVER I GO!”

FREE!

- WORKSHOPS AND COLLEGE PLANNING PRESENTATIONS
- SPECIAL EVENTS INCLUDING DESTINATION COLLEGE® & DISCOVER U
- COLLEGE PLANNING LENDING LIBRARY
- ASSISTANCE WITH FAFSA FILING
- MONTHLY COLLEGE PLANNING E-NEWSLETTER
- TOLL-FREE COLLEGE PLANNING HOTLINE
- EARLY COLLEGE AWARENESS PROGRAMS FEATURING OUR COLLEGE PLANNING BEAR MASCOT

KIDS!
CHECK OUT

NhCollegeClub.com

NHHEAF NETWORK ORGANIZATIONS

888.747.2382, X119 • nhheaf.org